PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RECORD

Semester: Fall  Spring  Summer

Surgical Procedures:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. **Interest & Initiative:** Punctual arrival in room. Helped open & set up room/case. Asked pertinent questions.  
   4  3  2  1  0

   4  3  2  1  0

3. **Aseptic Technique:** Maintained sterile technique. Recognized breaks in sterile technique & took corrective action. Followed policy & procedures of hospital.  
   4  3  2  1  0

4. **Accepted Constructive Guidance:** Listened to staff & surgeons suggestions. Accepted criticism & continued with case. Used criticism constructively.  
   4  3  2  1  0

5. **Readiness:** Instruments were ready for use. Anticipated needs of surgeon, surgical team, & patient. Anticipated need for additional supplies.

6. **Time Management:** Prepared for case with adequate time allowance. Movements were planned during back table & Mayo stand set up. Set up without wasted movement.

7. **Application of Learning:** Demonstrated understanding of procedure. Demonstrated application of classroom instruction. When asked, could relate information concerning previous procedures in which involved. Demonstrated retention of information from previous cases.

8. **Could the student scrub alone on any of the cases:** YES  NO

9. **Overall Performance for the Day:** 4  3  2  1  0

10. **Additional preceptor comments:**

I have read and discussed the above with student:  
Student: ____________________________  Preceptor: ________________________